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RESEARCH DISCLAIMER
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The information developed in this report is intended to be as reliable 

as possible at the time of publication and is prepared by a team of 

professionals. This information does not constitute managerial, 

legal, or accounting advice, nor should it be considered a corporate 

policy guide, laboratory manual, or an endorsement of any product, 

and the nature of the information is not speculative, but based on 

fundamental research and available market data. Peak Blockchain 

and the author assume no responsibility for any loss or damage that 

might result from reliance on the reported information or its use.



Introduction

Before diving into Bitcoin mining, one must understand how the

Bitcoin network operates. The bitcoin blockchain is considered a

distributed ledger or decentralized database comprising computer

networks often referred to as nodes and miners. For sending the

Bitcoin, users first use the software application to take the

transaction information, the recipient's public key, own public and

private key to generate the transaction and broadcast in the

network.

Once the transactions are received in the network, they are

processed by the nodes, running the validation tasks and relaying

the transactions to other nodes via gossip protocol. To ensure all

nodes receive the exact copy of the ledger, a consensus mechanism

is used, Bitcoin utilizes the Proof of Work mechanism, where miners

work to solve the puzzle first. A winner earns the right to post the

block and receive the reward and transaction fees. Then, the

information is stored in the distributed ledger using hash pointers,

making the blockchain easily searchable. The figure on the next

page explains the anatomy of Bitcoin Transactions.
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Anatomy of Bitcoin transactions

User

• A software application like a digital wallet is used by 
the users to take the transaction information like the 
recipient key, (public, and private keys), and then 
broadcast the transactions to the network. 

Networks 
and nodes

• Once the transactions are received by the network, 
nodes start processing and validating the 
transactions like checking of signature, and others. 
Nodes then relay the transactions to other nodes 
within the network.

Miners

• Miners then organize the transactions into blocks 
and work to solve the mining puzzle, and winners 
earn the right to post the block to the network and 
receive block rewards and transaction fees.

Nodes

• A copy of the blockchain is maintained by using a 
consensus mechanism known as PoW(Proof of Work) 
and is continuously updated on other computers 
across the globe. A transaction will be considered 
final when other several transactions have occurred 
over it.

Fig 1 Anatomy of Bitcoin Transactions



Mining

The process of bitcoin mining starts with the miner working to solve
the mining puzzle, which begins with the generation of transactions,
followed by broadcasting to the network, validation by nodes, and
relaying to other nodes before going to the pending transactions
queue known as the mempool. Each node has its copy of the
mempool. The mining process starts with selecting the desired
transactions from the mempool to include in their proposed block,
typically considering the transactions with the highest fees.

A random number known as nonce is then attached to the
transactions, and the miner takes a hash of the block intending to
produce a hash that is less than the current "target," which results in
the successful solution of the puzzle, known as proof of work (PoW).
The miners who can compute the hash more quickly than others are
more likely to find the puzzle solutions, which is called the hash rate.
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HashRate

It measures the speed at which miners can compute the hashes

each second. For example, suppose the total Bitcoin network hash

rate today is about 200 exahash per second (EH/s). In that case, it

means that all miners, on average, are calculating a hash of about

200 quintillion hashes per second.

In simple words, the mining process can be thought of as the

computers that quickly iterate the input data using SHA 256

cryptographic hash function. Each iteration returns a hash which is

simply a number, and if that number is sufficiently small based on

the current network difficulty, that hash will be deemed a valid PoW.

So, the miners aim to produce the minimum hash.

Assuming all other rules of the network are followed, the miner that

first distributes the block with valid PoW will receive the mining

rewards. However, due to the mathematical properties of

cryptographic hash functions like SHA 256 (one-way function with a

high avalanche effect), no single technique exists to find a valid PoW

beyond brute force computation. Some, like (Asic Boot) are primarily

commoditized, leaving the miners with nothing but continuous trial

and error to produce minimum hash.
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Statement of Problem

On average, a new Bitcoin block is mined every 10 minutes. The

usage and consumption of electricity have been the most

considerable expense for the miners and the environment. This year,

energy prices across the US have increased by 15%, and the energy

crisis prevailing across the globe has put miners in challenging

situations, especially those without the PPA (Power Purchase

Agreements). According to the Bitcoin Council report, the global

power consumption of Bitcoin stands at 253 TWh, which is

approximately 0.15% of the total energy consumption making Bitcoin

more sustainable and profitable to use.
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Relationship between increased bitcoin price 
and low energy consumption of miners

Bitcoin council further explains how the increase in Bitcoin prices

contributes to the sustainability and profitability of Bitcoin. According

to the Council, the rise in the bitcoin prices increases the demand for

ASIC machines and pushes the manufacturers to develop more

efficient ASICs, and miners then upgrade to new machines and drop

the less efficient machine making the global network more efficient,

making mining sustainable and profitable.
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Increase in Bitcoin Price

Increase the demand for ASIC 
machines 

Manufacturers develops more 
efficient ASCIs

Best Capitalized miners upgrade to 
the latest machines

Less profitable machines are  forced 
to drop out making global network 
more efficient.

Fig 3: Relationship between increased bitcoin price & low energy consumption
Source: Blockchain council



However, going to 2022, the bearish trend of Bitcoin has resulted in

the switch to new ASICs to get paid back. It has pushed the network's

hash rate and difficulty upwards. With the fall in the Bitcoin price and

increased hash rate and energy prices, the miners found it difficult to

hold the coin. Miners selling Bitcoin rather than holding has

increased the downward price pressure.

In such a challenging scenario, Peak Blockchain reveals how the

community perceives Bitcoin mining and does sentiments drive the

bitcoin mining hash rate and mining difficulty. Further, we tried

suggesting possible solutions for miners' plight.
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Methodology

For performing the sentiment analysis, social media platforms like 
Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, and LinkedIn, and News platforms, like 
CNN, Bitcoin Magazine, and Google News were utilized. A total of 
18,775 data points were pulled for the report from 1st September 
2022 to 18th October 2022. However, after cleaning, the data was 
reduced to 12000. The data was then analyzed using Machine 
Learning to classify the sentiments as Positive, Negative, and 
Neutral. 

The report further analyzed the impact of social sentiment score on 
the Bitcoin Hash rate, difficulty, and revenue with the help of 
correlation. social sentiment score on the Bitcoin Hash rate, 
difficulty, and revenue with the help of correlation. 
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Figure 4: Methodology

Source: Peak Blockchain



Sentiment Analysis

The Bitcoin Mining Market is witnessing moments of maximum pain. 
The macroeconomic factors like cheap energy, easy access to capital, 
and high positive gross margin that previously invited various 
entrepreneurs to the mining industry have typically reversed their 
course. Therefore, in such challenging scenarios, we explain how the 
entire community perceives the current situation on Bitcoin Mining 
and what is the social score of the phenomenon. 
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Figure 5: Data Scrapping

Source: Peak Blockchain



Sentiment Analysis on Bitcoin 
Mining

Social Media has become an inseparable part of our lives, and the 
existence of these platforms has uniquely bolstered the entire crypto 
space. Many cryptocurrency values are derived from how the 
community envisions it within the depths of the internet. Therefore, 
Peak Blockchain focuses on the effects of these social media trends 
and analyzes the impact of the sentiments on the miner and how 
these sentiments have influenced the miner's behavior. The given 
figure depicts the sentiments counts on Bitcoin Mining, and it is 
analyzed that negative (45%) sentiments are prevailing in the market.
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Figure 6: Sentiments Counts on Bitcoin Mining

Source: Peak Blockchain
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Average Sentiments Over Time

The graph below represents the social media sentiments based on 
the polarity score or sentiments score. Generally, it indicates the 
deviation in the intensity of the sentiments. A higher polarity or 
sentiment score indicates positive sentiments, whereas a lower score 
highlights negative sentiment. 

The graph suggests that the average sentiment score plunged during 
the last week of September and the first week of October (around 
27th September to 2nd  October), indicating highly negative 
sentiments in the community. However, the community also 
witnessed some positive sentiment due to the Bitcoin Mining Council 
Report on the sustainability and profitability of Bitcoin. But overall 
negative sentiment prevailed in the Bitcoin Mining community.

Peak Blockchain
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What does Negative Sentiments 
Imply?

Negative sentiments on Bitcoin Mining indicate that miners are 
under the pressure to sell their Bitcoin and bear loss. With the 
continuous increase in the hashrate during a Bearish Bitcoin market, 
miners are forced to sell their bitcoins held on their balance sheet.. 
However, it should be noted that as prices of Bitcoin remain Bearish, 
buyers are trying to push the prices of Bitcoin, causing more coins to 
be mined within the network, which is resulting in the increased 
hashrate, and reduced profit for the miners.

Top Tweets on Bitcoin Mining:

The following tweets highlight the top tweets prevailing within the 
community and driving negative sentiments on Bitcoin Mining. 
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#Bitcoin difficulty is at record levels. This is due to new mining rigs

coming online and competing for the same protocol issuance pie. A

miner profitability squeeze is upon us. Less efficient miners

capitulating typically occurs during the late stages of the #BTC bear

market

Tell me again why #Bitcoin mining using vented methane is not one 

of 2022's important developments about how we combat climate 

change?

#Bitcoin hash rate is absolutely exploding.

#Bitcoin Mining Difficulty Jumps 14%, Hitting All-Time High



Top Tweets on Bitcoin Mining:
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BREAKING: #Bitcoin hash-rate just reached a new all-time high, 

meaning that the Bitcoin network has never been as secure as it is 

now. Turn off the noise and focus on the fundamentals that have 

never been more bullish.

#Bitcoin’s computational power surpassed the ATH recorded on

October 5, as it reached 325.11 EH/s on October 11.

#Bitcoin fails to produce 1 block for over an hour, and thousands of 
#btc transactions stuck in #blockchain.

Bitcoin Mining is cleaning up this Pennsylvania town and saving 

taxpayers     $5billion

In Q3 2022, #Bitcoin mining efficiency increased 23% YoY, and

sustainable power mix was 59.4%, BREAKING: #Bitcoin hash-rate just

reached a new all time high, meaning that the Bitcoin network has

never been as secure as it is now.

## Bitcoin's mining difficulty jumped 13.55% days after getting an all-
time-high hashrate. This is concerning because as B$TC remains low, 
profitability for miners will continue to decline. hashing power.



Impact of Sentiments Score on the 
Bitcoin Mining Hashrate and Difficulty

It is commonly known that sentiments along with other 
macroeconomic factors drive the prices of cryptocurrencies. 
However, in this report, we tried to analyze if the mining 
community's market sentiments drive the Mining hash rate, Difficulty 
rate, and average revenue with the help of correlation.

Correlation between Sentiment Score and Bitcoin Hashrate:

Hashrate measures the speed at which miners can compute the 
hashes each second. For example, suppose the total Bitcoin network 
hash rate today is about 200 exahash per second (EH/s). In that case, 
it means that all miners, on average, are calculating a hash of about 
200 quintillion hashes per second.  Since hashrate has been 
increasing and affecting the mining industry and its profitability. 
Therefore, we analyzed if sentiments have any impact on the 
behaviour of miners.
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Figure 8: Average Sentiment Score and HashRate

Source: Peak Blockchain



The figure above represents the average hashrate and sentiments 
score over time. From the graph it can be suggested that with the 
fall in the average sentiment score, the average Hashrate has also 
witnessed a decline, indicating that the sentiments score and 
Hashrate are somewhere moving closely with each other. 

Thus, it can be inferred that with negative sentiments the 
miners left the industry causing the competition to dip and the 
Hashrate to slip.

It can be concluded that sentiment score affects the miners' 
behaviors and the Hashrate, Peak Blockchain further analyses the 
strength of this relation using correlation.
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For analyzing if the sentiment score impacts the Bitcoin Mining 
Hashrate, it was proposed that there is no significant association 
between the average sentiment score and the Bitcoin Hash rate. 
From the above table, it can be suggested that the correlation 
between the average sentiment score and hash rate is 0.254, 
indicating a positive but low correlation. However, this correlation is 
insignificant as the significance value 0.135 is more than 0.05 on the 
Level of Significance (LOS).

Thus, it can be inferred that existing sentiments impact the Hashrate 
but not significantly. The weak correlation suggests that negative 
sentiments around bitcoin mining are causing the miners to exit 
from the mining business and not allowing new miners to join 
the industry, impacting the entry and exit of the miners and 
leaving idle mining machines on secondary markets. 
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Correlations

Average 

Sentiment 

Score

Hash 

Rate

Average 

Sentiment Score

Pearson 

Correlation

1 0.254

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.135

Table 1: Correlation between Average Sentiment Score 

and Hash Rate Source: Peak Blockchain



Despite declining miner participants and unfavorable economic 
conditions, an all-time high Hashrate indicates intense competition 
for the Bitcoin block rewards, justifying the weak correlation. 

The below figure represents the strength and direction of the 
correlation between the average hash rate and the average score.
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Figure 9: Weak Correlation between Average 
Sentiment Score and HashRate

Source: Peak Blockchain



Correlation between Sentiment 
Score and Bitcoin Difficulty

Mining Difficulty represents the level of difficulty and time required 
for solving the complex cryptographic puzzle that is needed for 
creating the new block for Bitcoin or any other cryptocurrency. High 
mining difficulty means more power is required to mine the next 
block.
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The above graph clearly depicts that sentiments score do not

have any impact on the difficulty level. The strength of the impact

was further analyzed with the help of correlation.

Figure 10: Average Sentiment Score and Bitcoin 

Difficulty Source: Peak Blockchain



For analyzing if the sentiment score impacts the Bitcoin Mining 
Difficulty, it was assumed that there is no significant association 
between the average sentiment score and the Bitcoin Mining 
Difficulty. From the above table, it can be suggested that the 
correlation between the average sentiment score and hash rate is 
0.012, indicating a positive but very low correlation. However, this 
correlation is insignificant as the significance value  0.944 is more 
than 0.05 on the Level of Significance (LOS).

Thus, it can be inferred that existing sentiments impact the 
mining difficulty but not significantly. The decoupling between 
negative sentiments and the mining difficulty could indicate 
that fewer newcomers are entering the industry, thus, affecting 
the competition for block reward and increasing the difficulty 
rate.
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Correlations
Average 

Sentiment 

Score

Difficulty

Average Sentiment 

Score

Pearson 

Correlation

1 .012

Sig. (2-tailed) .944

Table 2: Correlation between Average Sentiment Score 

and Difficulty

Source: Peak Blockchain



The below figure represents the strength and direction of the 
correlation between average sentiment score and difficulty.
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Figure 11: Weak Correlation between Average Sentiment Score and 

Difficulty

Source: Peak Blockchain



Google Search Analysis

Google Search Analysis helps to analyze the interest area of the 
community on the specific phenomenon. With the bearish market, 
soaring Hashrate and difficulty rate, the google search analysis on 
the keyword 'Bitcoin Mining' will help reinforce the idea that if miners 
are hesitant to enter the industry. Typically, the number of google 
searches has reduced with the fall in prices. The prices and search 
interest in Bitcoin Mining increased from March to May and then 
witnessed a downfall. However, the mining search increased during 
June-July when the price was slipping, indicating the decoupling 
between google search trends and Bitcoin price, thus, can suggest 
entry for a few newcomers in the industry.
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Figure 12: Google search analysis
Source: Peak Blockchain



Region-Wise Interest Analysis

Region-wise Interest analysis helps us to know which region is highly 
active for any phenomenon. For our report, we limited our analysis 
to the US and tried identifying the regions that are highly interested 
in Bitcoin Mining. The below figure suggests that Wyoming is the 
highly active region in terms of Bitcoin Mining search, followed by 
North Dakota, and Montana.
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Fig 13: Region-wise interest analysis
Source: Peak Blockchain



Revenue for Bitcoin Miners

During the past few months of 2022, production of Bitcoin Mining 
has become difficult, and selling them has become less lucrative thus 
forming the most challenging environment for the mining industry. 
The below graph suggests that revenue for the miners is constantly 
reducing and has reached an all-time low. Further, the bearish 
market for Bitcoin has reduced the prospects of higher profits for 
miners in the remaining year.
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Fig 14: Daily Mining Revenue
Source: insight.brains



Factors for increased Hash Rate 
and difficulty

Despite negative sentiments and a bearish market, the Hashrate and 
Difficulty witnessed a rise, Peak Blockchain identified the following 
factors:
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Figure 15: Factors for increased hashrate and difficulty

Source: Peak Blockchain

Miners that have previously partnered with the 
electrical grid operators (to provide seasonal 
services) have redirected their power directly 
to the Bitcoin network, causing the increment 
in the hashrate.

The continuous supply of ASCI machines that 
were ordered in 2021 has resulted in the 
mining of more coins which has increased the 
hashrate. 

Usage of New generation machines improves 
efficiency that directly increases the hashrate. 
However, the energy consumption remains the 
same which has reduced the profitability of the 
miners.

A ban by China shifted the mining facilities to 
the USA causing the hashrate and difficulty 
rate to increase.



Energy Prices and Bitcoin Mining

The market for Bitcoin is bearish but the market for energy isn’t. 
With the Hashrate plummeting, electricity prices are also going up 
across the board, forming a deadly combination for the mining 
industry and their profit energy. A combination of mismanaged 
renewable energy policies, wartime between Russia and Ukraine, 
and underinvestment in oil and gas have adversely affected 
electricity prices and Bitcoin Mining.
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Figure 16: Average Industrial Cost of top mining areas

Source: eia.gov



These crises have affected all the nations, looking at the power rates 
in the US, the average cost of industrial electricity has witnessed a 
jump of 25% and has increased from $75.20 per megawatt-hour to 
$94.30 per megawatt hour from July 2021 to July 2022. The figure 
above and the table below represents the electricity power rates in 
the top mining states of the US from July 2021 to July 2022.
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Table 3 : Average Industrial Electricity Cost

Source: eia.gov

Mining States Electricity rates 
July 2021 

Electricity rates 
July 2022

Change

Texas $52 $85.1 64%

Nebraska $76.5 $79.6 4%

North Dakota $71.3 $68.4 -4%

New York $66.5 $84.1 26%

Pennsylvania $66.1 $89.4 35%

Georgia $74.3 $122.5 65%

Tennessee $58.5 $78.9 35%

Kentucky $60.6 $85.9 42%

North Carolina $67.9 $71 5%



Figure 17: Cost to produce 1 BTC/Average Industrial 

Cost(Q3-2022/Q3-2021) Source: Hash Rate Index
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From above it is suggested that Texas witnessed a drastic increase in 
electricity prices. After China’s ban on Bitcoin Mining, Texas become 
the hub of the mining for US and has the largest Hashrate holding 
rate.  With the electricity cost increasing and Hashprice crumbling, 
the cost to produce 1 Bitcoin has increased. The below figure 
highlights the cost to produce 1 BTC/Average Industrial Cost from the 
data shared by the Hashrate index. However, it is to be noted that 
the below data excludes the machine cost.
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The above figure highlights the areas with the highest and lowest 
cost of production of Bitcoin and average industrial electricity cost 
and is coded in red and dark green respectively. It is suggested that 
areas coded with red are exhausted in terms of the high cost of 
production and electricity, areas coded with yellow are not fully 
exhausted but will be in coming years if prices continue to increase. 

Areas coded with dark green like Wyoming, Montana, 
Washington, Oregon, Utah, North Dakota, Idaho, and others are 
the areas that can be explored for further Bitcoin mining as 
they have a comparatively low cost of production and average 
industrial cost. 
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Conclusion

In the last few months, any narrative about Bitcoin failed to holdup. 
The assets witnessed an all-time low, reduced transactions, and 
active and new users. On the mining front too, a dark cloud looms 
over the industry, as the energy prices, and inflation continues to 
increase with a low-liquidity macro environment. In such a 
challenging scenario Peak Blockchain focuses on the sentiments of 
the community and analyzes how they are triggering the behavior of 
miners. After analysis, it can be concluded that the sentiments 
toward Bitcoin Mining remains negative and fearful. 

With bearish market buyers are trying to push the prices of Bitcoin, 
causing more coins to be mined within the network which is 
increasing the hash rate thus, increasing the mining price, energy 
consumption, and carbon footprint, and decreasing the profits for 
miners. However, it was further analyzed that sentiment scores and 
hash rate, and difficulty do not hold strong relations. Therefore, even 
with the negative sentiments, miners are leaving the industry, and 
the competition among existing miners for block reward has 
increased the Hashrate and difficulty. 

However, to delve more into the analysis, Peak blockchain continued 
with the google search analysis to understand the existing entry-exit 
pattern of the miners within the space that may influence the 
competition. From the analysis, it was suggested that decoupling 
between google search trends and Bitcoin price, thus, can suggest an 
entry for a few newcomers in the industry that is influencing the 
competition. Further, Wyoming is the highly active region in terms of 
Bitcoin Mining search, followed by North Dakota, and Montana. 
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Against these backdrops, it is suggested that the energy 
consumption and industrial usage of electricity of lower interest 
regions should be explored for opening new mining facilities. 
Further, the shift to renewable energy looks promising to cease all 
the mining problems. For this, a detailed location analysis can be 
performed as per climate, energy consumption, and carbon 
footprints to introduce new mining facilities. 

With said that Bitcoin has survived much more in its history. 
Eventually, new narratives, legislation, and new generation miners 
and developers are likely to emerge and have the potential to 
change the existing course and bring back the golden days of Bitcoin.
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